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Die Fenster-Schablonierfarbe

The Window Stencilling Paint

La Peinture pochoir pour vitres

GlasTattoo
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Paint roller

Stencilling brush
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Your local Marabu-retailer:

Try a test area fi rst. 

Tips & tricks when applying the GlasTattoo

1.   GlasTattoo can be removed from smooth surfaces like glass, porcelain, 
tiles, mirrors.

2.  For plastic surfaces: can be removed from PP and PE only. 

 We recommend trying a test area first.

3. The paint is milky when wet, but the transparent colours become intense  

 and shiny.

4.  The thicker the paint is applied, the more vivid the colours will be.

5. Marabu-3D Stencils are also suitable.

6. It is recommended to always remove stencils top down. 

Tips for removing the GlasTattoo

7.    To remove the dry paint, wet the colour surface sufficiently with 
lukewarm water and remove, use a glass scraper if necessary.

8.  Apply or peel off the GlasTattoos at room temperature, so the tattoos  
 can be removed more easily. 

A fine frosted glass effect

A fine frosted glass effect is obtained when the paint is thinly applied using 
a stencilling brush. The colour shades will be considerably more delicate. 
This effect is also achieved when the paint is applied using a foam paint 
roll. 



Made in Germany

+ + + 

7 transparent colours   

220 sunshine yellow 125 cherry 131 raspberry 296 lilac 057 gentian 092 petrol 155 kiwi

6 satin colours              special colour

472 satin cream   423 satin mango  433 satin rose pink  454 satin aqua blue  462 satin apple  471 satin white  590 glitter-opal

You will fi nd a wide selection 

of exclusive stencils in the 

Marabu range. + + + 

Set GlasTattoo examples:

Set an example! Produce attractive GlasTattoos on windows, mirrors, tiles 

or porcelain in no time using the new stencilling paint for glass and 

Marabu-Stencils. Add a new look to all smooth surfaces quickly and without 

any effort using an individual stencil motif and the new stencilling paint for 

glass – even without painting skills.

Give a very personal touch to your home: elegant and stylish, fresh and 

light or with vibrant colours. Your windows turn into the best advertisement 

with these stylish transparent and satinised fashion colours.

The water based quality colours are “Made in Germany”– like all paints 

from Marabu – and odourless, weatherproof and lightfast, of course.

Choose your favourite colour:

 1. Stick stencil onto 

glass

We recommend spraying 

stencil with Marabu-Fix-it 

adhesive spray and 

allowing to dry for about 

10 min. Then place it 

onto the substrate as 

desired and press down 

fi rmly. 

2. Spread GlasTattoo 

paint thickly over 

stencil (about 1 mm)

Take up the paint with a 

paint knife and spread it 

evenly using the back of 

the knife.

3.  Remove stencil  

After stencilling remove 

stencil (top down) so that 

it does not dry with the 

paint.

Clean stencil with water 

and reuse.

Step-by-step

Adhesive spray for exact outlines 
when stencilling.

for glass, porcelain, mirrors and tiles

easy to stencil and remove

stylish fashion colours

stencil motifs for unrivalled window designs

water based, odourless, weatherproof, lightfast


